Course: Chinese(I)
Credit: 2 Hours: 2 Required
Class: 教育系一年級
Instructor: Chen Chin-Chi

一、Teaching Objectives:

The emphasis in addition to emphasizing teaching students on pronunciation, shape and meaning of solid learning, and guide their characters Word, sentence and chapter in the text and the accuracy control, to enable this has a solid foundation. In the poems in the selection of Both "literary" and "exemplary" of the test volume to increase students in literary mood, situation and environment rhyme ability experience, and are able to make beautiful paper, presentation of its realization and to enhance their literary quality.

Guide students on the basis of both the Chinese education to further enhance the listening, speaking, reading and writing ability. By the From the classical and modern literature to understand and translate literary contacts, students caring, loving home Sentiments, and then open 拓 international perspective, with time, awareness of literacy.